
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE     Contact: Warbirds Canada 
Phone:    613-866-2790 
Email:     fougapilot@gmail.com 

 
 
 

Warbirds Canada is pleased to announce 

EXEMPTIONS 1&2 

 

[OTTAWA, ONTARIO, October 7th—]  

 

WARBIRDS CANADA is pleased to announce the culmination of over a year’s worth of work, 

together with a new-found collaborative work approach with Transport Canada.  We are pleased 

to announce the publication of two new exemptions to the Canadian Aviation Regulations specific 

for warbirds operators.   

These Exemptions were a collaborative effort between Warbirds Canada and Transport Canada 

on behalf of all warbird operators/owners nationwide.  Work continues on several more 

exemptions, and it is our genuine hope to be able to make further announcement’s in the near 

future. 

The Exemptions: 

I. EXEMPTION FROM PARAGRAPH 602.60(1)(e), SUBSECTION 605.04(1), PARAGRAPH 

605.18(h) AND SUBSECTION 605.36(1) OF THE CANADIAN AVIATION REGULATIONS  

 

The purpose of this exemption is to eliminate the regulatory requirement, to have on board 

Warbird airplanes certain equipment normally required by the Canadian Aviation Regulation, 

notably:  

1. a hand-held fire extinguisher;  



 

 

2. a hard copy of the entire aircraft flight manual;  

3. an alternative source of static pressure; and  

4. an altitude alerting system or device. 

 

 

 

 

II. EXEMPTION FROM PARAGRAPH 604.03(1)(b) OF THE CANADIAN AVIATION 
REGULATIONS  

 

The purpose of this exemption is to eliminate the regulatory requirement from Canadian 
operators of privately registered ex-military turbine powered airplanes (including turbo-jet and 
turbo-propeller) to hold a Private Operator Registration Document. 

 

These exemptions will benefit both Warbird Operator’s and the Canadian public. Operators will 

benefit from a decrease in regulatory requirements which were not designed for their types of 

operation, whilst the Canadian public will benefit from a decrease in the Government resources 

required to monitor these regulatory requirements, all the while maintaining the same level of 

safety currently offered to the flying public. 

Full text of these exemption can be found at www.warbirdscanada.com 

 

Quotes 

“Through a continued involvement of our membership, and their infinite expertise in aviation, you 

can count on Warbirds Canada to continue to work collaboratively with Transport Canada, for the 

safe operation and continued promotion of ex-military aircraft in Canada” said Daniel Fortin, 

President. 

About Warbirds Canada and Our MISSION: 

Warbirds Canada is a federally-incorporated Not-for-Profit association, headquartered in 
Ontario. The association’s mission is to promote and preserve the safe operation, display, and 
enjoyment of ex-military warbird and vintage aircraft in Canada. Warbirds Canada strives to 
function as a national resource for information related to the maintenance and safe operation of 
our aircraft. Through our website, our national officers, and our board of directors, we link 
member operators, pilots and maintainers en masse, speaking with a unified-voice on the 
issues and concerns affecting warbird operators. It is our objective in the near future to provide 
training opportunities and to organize events that provide resources and foster camaraderie. 
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